
We are looking for a Demand Planner

Reporting to : General Manager

WE'RE HIRING!

Magana/Regen | Full Time

Lead the demand planning process, working closely with the sales and

production teams while considering production lead times.

Drive collaborative forecasting with the sales team and top customers.

Perform sales analysis and understand key trends to make weekly/regular

adjustments.

Create and maintain a 12-month rolling forecast, with monthly updates. Distribute

to all stakeholders for sourcing and production planning purposes. 

Maintain master data and provide reports to all stakeholders of the company

 Track unfilled orders and perform root cause analysis on missed revenue.

Demand Planning:
Job Areas:

Categorize products and define planning strategy for each category, eg: make-

to-order vs make-to-forecast. .

Monitor days-on-hand against targets and identify improvement opportunities.

Manage and optimize slow-moving and obsolete stocks.

Incorporate new product lines, new markets, expected demand spikes, and other

opportunities into the planning tool.

Work with the engineering team to identify critical capacity improvement

projects.

Strategic Projects:

Click here to apply:airtable.com/shrhNWXo1S74ZnEym



Proven work experience as a Demand Planner or a similar role within a

manufacturing operation.

Practical experience in use of Google suites, Power BI, Zoho Analytics 

Solid understanding of inventory management practices and procedures.

Strong mathematical and statistical knowledge.

Capability to multitask in a fast-paced environment.

Excellent written and verbal communication skills.

Work across teams to synthesize a plan

What you'll need to succeed:

Entrepreneurial Self-Starter - Thrives in a fast-moving environment and is

capable of independently seeking information, marshaling resources, and

delivering results without waiting for direction. Get Stuff Done..

Highly Organized - Can use tools systematically, and accurately. Can track open

action items and tasks and stick to deadlines.

Proactive Communicator - Pushes updates to team members as needed, with

clearly outlined plans, decision points. Uses correct communications mediums for

the content – whatsapp, phone call, email, task software.

Problem Solver - Proactively identifies issues and challenges, and quickly

develops potential solutions to drive decision making.

Team Builder - Works with all department heads to ensure smooth operations

(production, procurement, finance, sales, marketing), and sets KPIs.

Soft Skills:
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